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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 642 

INTERFERENCE OF WING AND FUSELAGE FROM TESTS OF EIGHT 

COMBINATIONS IN THE N.A.C.A. VARIABLE-DENSITY TUNNEL 

COMBINATIONS WITH TAPERED FILLETS AND 

STRAIGHT-SIDE JUNCTURES 

By Albert Sherman 

SUMMARY 

The round fuselage of an unfilleted low-wfng combi- 
nation was modified to incorporate straight-side junc- 
tures. The resulting combination, with or tithout hori- 
sontal tail surfaces, had practically the same aerody- 
nam7ic characteristfcs as the corresponding round-fuselage 
tapered-ffllet combination. 

INTRODUCTION 

In references 1 to 5 are reported successive phases 
of a comprehensive program of investigation of the as&o- 
dynamic interference between wing and fuselage in prog- 
ress fn the N.A.C.A. variable-denstty wind tunnel. The -_._-. discussion of the program and the basic part of the re- 
search comprising test results for 209 wing-fuselage 
combinations are presented in reference 1. The subse- 
quont papers deal more extensively with the different 
aspects of tha investigation. 

The standard fuselage shape employed in the wing- 
fuselage interference investigation fs the round, or 
airship-form, fuselage. In practical design problems, 
the airship form provides an aerodynamically favorable, 
structurally strong fuselage. When employed in a low- 
wing c.ombination, however, the round fuselage often re- 
quires taperod fillets to avoid an interference burble 
and to maintain the favorable aerodynsmic characteris- 
tics (references 1 and 2). Such a requirement is dis- 
advantageous because fillets may add to the cost and 
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weight. Tests of combinations with the rectangular fu- 
selage indicated how the round fuselage could be modf- 
fied to remove the necessity for fillets in the low-wing 
condition. Fillets serve mainly to ffll out the diver- 
gent flow passages that are primarily responsible for 
the interference- burble. (See referonce 1.) The 
straight-side junctures formed by the rectangular fuse- 
lage when combined with a wing tend to mi.nimize such di- 
vergences and their effects (references 1 and 2) although, 
on the other hand, the presence of the sharp edges of a 
rectangular shape cannot be considered good aerodynamic 
practice, Such test results, however, agree with the 
observation that many low-wing afrplanes with flat fuse- 
lage sides had apparently little need for fillets, 

The present investigatfon is intended to provide 
data on the effects of modifying the round fuselage of 
a low-wing combination to .produce flat sides at the 
junctures while retaining as much as practicable of the 
smooth curves afforded by the round fuselage. The model 
employed tias patterned after the Lockheed Electra air- 
plane, an example of the use of flat fuselage sides to 
avoid filleting (reference 6). Its characteristics are 
compared herein with those of the corresponding round- 
fuselage combinations, the effects of adding horisontal 
tail 'surfaces being included. A future report is planned 
that will present the results and analysis of the fnves- 
tigation of the fnterference between wfng-fuselage.com- 
bination and tail from which the foregping combinations 
were taken. 

MODELS AND TESTS 

The round fuselage and the tapered N.A.C.A. 0018-09 
airfoil of reference 1 were employed to form the combi- 
nations. Only two wing positions were investigated: the 
low-wing (wing internally tangent to surface of fuselage) 
and, as a matter of routine, the corresponding high-wing. 
The tapered fillets were formed of plaster of paris and 
were of standard form. (See reference 1.) The straight- 
side juncture modfficatfon was made also wfth plaster of 
paris added to the original round fuselage (fig. 1) and 
resulted fn the fuselage shape shown in figures 2 and 3. 
Tho figures show the modification fn fuselage shape suf- 
ficiently well to pormit reproduction within the accuracy 
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necessary to repeat the test results. Test experfence 
with tapered fillets has shown that such modifications 
are not very critical as regards dimensions. The junc- 
ture regions, formerly smooth plaster surfaces, were pro- 
vided with the polished lacquer finish,how standard for 
the wing-fuselage interference investigation. (See ref- 
erence 5.) The horizontal tail surfaces, when added 
(fig. 3) I were set at O" (is = O") to the wing (whfch 
was at zero incidents). The projected area fs 27 square 
inches, and the effoctfvo aspect ratio (in the tunnel) 
is 4.58. Figure 4 shows the details of the tail-surface 
panel. Descriptions of the combinations tested are in- 
cludod in table V. 

The tests were run fn the variable-density wfnd tun- 
nel (reference 7) at a test Reynolds Number of approxi- 
mately 3,100,OOO (effective B = 8,200,OOO). In addition, 
values of the maximum lift were obtained at a test Reynolds 
Humber of approximately 1,400,OOO (effective R = 3,700,000)i 
The testing procedure and test precision are about the same 
as for an airfoil (reference 7). 

RESULTS 

As in the preceding papers on the wfng-fuselage fn- 
terference investigation, the test results are given in 
tables I, II, III, IIIa, and V supplemented with figures 
5 and 6 to illustrate the discussion. The characteris- 
tics are presented as standard nondimensional coeffi-, 
cients based on the orfginal wing areas of 150 square 
inches and on the mean chords of 5 inches. The methods 
of analysis and of presentation of the results are ex- 
plained in reference 1. * 

Tables I and II, taken from reference 1, contain the 
characteristics of the wing and the fuselage, respective- 
ly. Table III, continued from reference 5, presents for 
the- d$.fferent combinations the sums of the fuselage char- 
acteristics and interferences at various angles of at- 
tack, Table IIIa presents the sums of the characteris- 
tics and interferences of the tail surfaces. The char- 
acteristics of the combinations themselves can be deter- 
mined by adding the corresponding items in tables I, III, 
and IIIa. 

Table IV of reference 1, which presents data for 
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disconnected combfnations (combinations for which the 
forces on the components are measured separately), is 
discontinued herein because no data of this nature were 
obtained, 

Table V, contfnued from reference 5, contains the 
principal g.eomstr$c and.aerodynamic characteristics of 
the combinations. The values d/c and k/c represent 
the longitudinal and vertical displacements, respectively, 
of the wing quarter-chord axfs measured (fn mean chord 
lengths) positive ahead of and above the quarter-length 
point of the fuselage axis, The value i, is the angle 
of wing setting. 

The last nfne columns of table V present the follow- 
ing important aerodynamic characteristics: 

a, 

CD 
emin' 

CLopt’ 

no9 

C 
m0' 

‘Lib’ 

lift-curve slope (in degree measure) as dotor- 
mined in tho low lift coefficient range for 
an effective aspect ratio of 6.86. This val- 
ue of the aspect ratfo differs from tho ac- 
tual value for tho models because tho lf.ft 
results are not otherwise corrected for tun- 
nel-wall interference. 

Oswald's airplane, or span, efficiency factor. 
(See reference 1.) 

minimum effective profile-drag coefficient 

( 
SLS 

CD - - ‘, 
nA 'min' 

optimum lift coefficient, i.e., the lift coef- 
ficient corresponding to CD 

emin* 
aerodynamic-center position, indicating approxi- 

mately the location of the aerodynamic center 
ahead of the wing quartor-chord axIs as a 
fraction,of the mean wing chord, Numeri tally, 

dC 
nb = mC/=4 at zero lift. 

dCL 

pitching moment at zoro lift. 

lift coefficient at tho intcrferonce burble, 

. 
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i.e., the value of lift coefficient beyond 
which the air flow has a tendency to break 
doPdn as indicated by an abnormal drag in- 
crease. 

CL max' maxim- lift coefficient given for two different 
values of the effective Reynolds Number. 
(See reference 1.) The turbulence factor !- 
employed in this report to .obtain the effec- 
tive R from the test R 26 2.64. 

As in reference 2, the values of the 'effective 
Reynolds Number dfffer somewhat from those given fn ref- 
eronco 1 because of a mora accurate determination of the 
turbulence factor for the tunnel. The values of effe'c- 
tive Reynolds Number givon in reference 1 are subject to 
correction by a factor of 1.1. 

DISCUSSION 

. . A comparison of the aerodynamic characteristics of 
.low-wing round-fuselage combinations for the unfilleted, 

filleted, and straight-side juncture condftions are pre- 
sented fn figure 5. The minimum drags of the three com- 
binations are approximately the same, the variatfon be- 
ing but lfttle outsido possible experimental error. The 
unfilleted round-fuselage combination exhibits a moder- 
ately early interference burble .and a reduced value of 
the maximum lift coefficfent. The drag and pitching- 
moment curves for the other two combinations are approx- 
lmatoly the same, and tho measured ratios of CL to 

max 
CD emin 

were practically equal. 

The pitching-moment characteristics of combinations, 
however, are not of much practical interest unless the 
effects of horizontal tail surfaces are included. From 
figure 6, it fs immediately apparent that the pitching- 
moment (and the drag) curves for the low-wing round-fu- 
selage combinations with tail surfaces both with straight- 
side junctures and tapered fillets are practically iden- 
flcal. The pitching-moment curve appears satisfactory 
as regards slope and shape, and the fncrements to the mia- 
imum and fnduced drags due to the horizontal tail sur- 
faces are noticeably small. For purposes of design, the 
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increases shown in the maximum lift cannot be considered 
real because the elevator flaps were undeflected. 

Any further analysis of the effects of the horizon- 
tal tafl surfaces and of their associated intcrforences 
is beyond the scope of this-pnpor and will be coverad in 
a future report on the intorfsronco between wing-fuselage 
and tail. Only the low-wing combinations have been dfs- 
cussed as they are tho more intereating on08 from consid- 
orations of fntorferonco at tho wing roots. Tho hfgh- 
wing combinations exhibited no unusual effects, the gen- 
eral conclusions drawn in preceding reports of the wing- 
fuselage interference investigation still apply, and their 
characteristics are gfven in table V. 

CONCLUDING REURKQ 

The modffication of a round fuselage to provide 
straight-side junctures appeared very effective aerody- 
namically. The resulting low-wing combination possessed 
practically the same characteristics as the filleted con- 
dition. This comparison was unaffected by the addition 
of horizontal tail surfaces. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautfcal Laboratory, 
National Advfsory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Ffeld, ,Va.., February 7, 1938. 
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Yl!.aLx I - AIJXE’OIL OHARAC~STICS 

T&en from referonce 1 

or %J k/4 GL %3 %,a ?L %, %/d 

Airfoil 
a= 0 0 a = 4O ci = 12O 

Tapered N.A.C.A. OOlg-09 O.ooO 0.0093 OSXXI 0.305 O.OOyy 0.006 0.910 0.0146 0.013 

!lUJSLE II - FUSELAGE CHARACTEXISTICS 

Taken from rofarencs 1 

% % '%p% 'D lcq% Lb %qcL c, 'h&h cD '% 

FusOlagC Engine 
a= 00 u = 4" a= 80 ] a = 12O a = 16' 

Rand Hono l ooO m41. -WI a01 .0042 ~116 a05 m4g .02g1.0n l 62 .035 .olg .oosg .a36 

'Pitching-moment coefficient &bout the qwtor-&ord point of the menage. 

I 
, . I 
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TABLE III - LIPI! ANTI INTXRBl?EREMZ, MlAG AND INTEEWWBCE, AND 3ITCHING 
MOMENT JdXll IXT ERE'EBXCE OF FUSELAG.l3 IN WIBGFUSESd.GE COMBINIITIONS 

CombfnatFon *%I *co 8 *cmc/4 *c, *co *cm,,, hCL 8 % 8 A%q~ I 
F I a = 00 I a= 40 I a = 120 

306 0.008 0.002g -0.001 0.019 0.0033 0.003 0.044 0.0059 0.012 

307 -.008 .002g .ool &3 .0=028 .005 .o37 a044 ,011 

308 -.017 .0025 l m9 -.ou. do27 .017 do4 a052 ?032 

309 .017 a25 -.Oog ~136 l 27 -.oo4 .046 ,004~ -006 

' TABLE IIIa - LIBT AND BCE, DRkG MD IXTXFBBJCE, M'D PITCEING 
MOMENT AND IETEZQEREHCE OFTBIL S&*GES IX CCMBIHATIONS 

L 
ACL ACD 'AC 0 94 

ACL ACD Ac, 
8 c/4 A% *CD e kmc,4 

Combination _ 
a= O0 a= 4" a = 12’ 

310 0.005 0.0011 o.oos 9.030 0.0012 -0.050 o.og7 0.0025 -0.190 

311 -.oo5 .OOll -.oog 1 ,022 .oul5 - .062 .078 .oo41 0.166 
I I 

312 -.003 iOoO7 .020 i .027 A008 -.037 *OS31 .ool5 0.172 

313 .003 .ooo7 
t 

-*020 .027 .ool4 -.o73 ,061 my3 -.171 
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Figure 1, - 

The 

straight- 

side 

juncture 

modifica- 

tion. 
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Figure 4. - Unit tail-surface v 
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plan form, N.A.C.A. 0009 sectione. 
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Figs. 2,3 

Figure a. - Oomblnation 309 (Combination 308 inverted) showing aross-section 
shape of straight-side junctures. 

/VA CA 
12780.4 

Figure 3. - Oombination 311 (OombinatLkn 310 inverted) showing straight-side 
junotures and horizontal tail surfaoes 
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